The week of March 17 was a week of sunshine which had not been seen in a while. Producers were able to spread fertilizer and lime and start preparing for the spring seeding of crops. Hay is still in short supply. Temperatures have been in the upper 20's to low 30's with day time highs hitting into the upper 50's.

Julia Houck – Alleghany/Ashe Farm Service Agency

Light rain and cooler temperatures are slowing the growth of fall crops, pastures and hayfields.

Janice Nicholson - Rutherford County Extension

Two inches of rain and wet fields, but early in the week some field work was done.

Gary Cross – Person County Extension

Calving got under way and we had several rain free days. Cool season grasses began to green. Many farmers started to take stock of the damage done over the extremely wet winter.

Eddy Labus – Watauga County Extension

Some drier weather for the month was a welcome sight for most producers. In some areas of the county, soil conditions dried sufficiently to allow some field preparations. Pastures were greening up nicely with warmer temperatures. The warmer weather was of some concern for fruit crops as buds started to swell and some fruit trees started to put out. A few livestock producers fertilized hay and pastures at the end of the month.

Stanley Holloway – Yancey County Extension

Soil moisture finally came down to average wet from saturated this past week. Winter was wet and warm. Temperatures were near average with frost/freeze in am and near 60 in afternoons. Good working conditions presently on farms.

Robert Hawk – Swain County Extension

Land conditions have improved significantly. Field operations have commenced in most areas. Corn growers contemplated getting started planting corn. Growing conditions for small grains improved.

Don Nicholson – Agronomist Region 7

Frequent rainfall onto soils still saturated from winter rains hindered field work. There are many still awaiting lime and fertilizer application.

Mike Carroll – Craven County Extension

A week of basically dry weather allowed farmers to get herbicides sprayed to prep for corn planting. Pastures are slowly rebounding after a long, wet, fall/winter. Hay is still in short supply on many farms. Blueberry and strawberry farmers had to frost protect their crops three to four times in the last two weeks.

Mark Seitz/Tim Matthews – Pender County Extension

Wheat was top-dressed and was looking good considering the wet winter. Tobacco greenhouses started to be clipped for the first time this week.

Charles Mitchell – Franklin County Extension

Crop information in this report is provided voluntarily by county officials of the Cooperative Extension Service, FSA, NRCS, and other knowledgeable individuals.
The US drought monitor focuses on broad scale conditions. Information provided for North Carolina is relative to information provided from all other states and the North Carolina Drought Management Advisory Council. Local conditions may vary: http://www.ncdrought.org/
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